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Sure to become a hit with young musicians, this book features popular nursery songs starring kids' favorite Little People
friends. With songs like "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," "Mary Had a Little Lamb," and others, Let's Play Music will become
a book to share with the whole family.
Join the Little People as they visit the zoo and see an amazing assortment of animals in this updated, bestselling lift-theflap board book featuring brand new art! From a polar bear and her baby to a jumping kangaroo to mischievous monkeys
to lounging lions and so much more, there are amazing animals everywhere Sofie, Koby and their friends look when they
pay a visit to the zoo. Brand new bright and cheery illustrations, more than fifty flaps to lift that introduce surprises, and
early learning concepts including action words, make Fisher-Price Little People: Welcome to the Zoo! a book to turn to
again and again.
Students visit the nature center, firehouse, aquarium, and dinosaur and science museums on a class trip, during which
they learn about colors, shapes, and patterns. On board pages.
Originally published as Sam’s Speedy Truck, this best-selling multi-layered board book has been brought back with allnew art and story updates perfect for today’s toddler. Ring! Ring! The fire bell sounds and Firefighter George jumps into
his speedy fire truck to find the fire and put it out. Chunky pages form a busy, multi-layered scene of a firehouse and
neighborhood. Sure to become an instant toddler favorite.
Join the Little People friends in this whimsical flap book about school! Activities on every spread enforce early learning
concepts. Come explore the Little People school in a brand-new way! Eddie, Sofie, Mia, Tessa, and Koby are little kids
with BIG imaginations and lots of questions. Who is the teacher? What does the class pet eat? What is in the
playground? The answers might surprise you! Bright, engaging scenes, fun activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will
keep kids coming back again and again.
This book features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With lots of flaps for little
hands to open, each spread teaches colors, shapes, counting and opposites, with the opportunity to learn over 45 words.
This Little People flap book is sure to be a hit with kids! Eddie, Sonya Lee, and their friends spend the day at a farm, and
toddlers can explore right alongside them. Whether visiting the barn, playing with the animals or "working" at the farm
stand, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in this environment. On each spread, simple
concepts are taught, including colors, shapes, counting and opposites.
Celebrate the holiday season with the Little People characters! All the magic of Christmas and over 65 surprise flaps
make this an annual holiday favorite! It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas and the Little People friends can’t wait to
celebrate! Join Eddie, Koby, Mia, and their friends as they enjoy an afternoon in the snow, bake yummy Christmas
goodies, and even visit Santa’s Workshop! Busy scenes, fun activities, and more than 40 surprise flaps make this a
holiday classic kids want to read again and again!
It's time to have fun with all the Little People! Every page in this adorable lift-the-flap board book series features lots of
labels, activities that encourage interaction, and exciting flaps that will keep toddlers coming back to visit again and
again!
A shaped board book featuring the Fisher-Price Little People teaches kids about what farmers do and includes healthy
eating tips and labeled drawings to reinforce vocabulary.
Favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in and around the classroom through a charming book
featuring lots of flaps for little hands to open. This Little People® flap book is sure to be any toddler’s favorite. Eddie, Sonya Lee,
and their friends all enjoy a typical day at preschool in this big book packed with flaps for little hands to open! Whether exploring
the classroom, putting on a play, or enjoying the playground, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in
and around the classroom.
Fisher-Price Little People Let's Go to SchoolReader's Digest
Children can follow the activity in a busy town by lifting flaps to discover items and people in stores, the park, and at work while
learning matching and colors. On board pages.
"Come along to explore the secrets of the zoo in a brand-new way! Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious kids with lots of
questions and big imaginations to match. What games do monkeys play? Why are flamingoes pink? How do polar bears keep
warm? The answers may surprise you! Bright engaging scenes, fun activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids
coming back again and again."--Back cover.
Meet the brand-new Little People characters in this whimsical flap book about the zoo! Activities on every spread enforce early
learning concepts. Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious kids with BIG imaginations and lots of questions. Where does a
tiger get his stripes? Why are flamingos pink? Why do hyenas laugh so much? The answers may surprise you! Busy scenes,
learning activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again and again.
Celebrate the magic of Easter with the Little People® friends! With over 55 flaps to lift, Easter Is Here! will be a fast favorite.
Colored eggs, chocolate bunnies, candy-filled baskets…Easter is coming, and Eddie and his friends can’t wait! Kids will love
joining their Little People® friends as they color eggs, march in an Easter parade, and even get a glimpse into the Easter Bunny’s
workshop. With over 45 fun surprise flaps to lift and learning activities throughout, Easter Is Here! is a holiday favorite.
Meet the brand-new Little People characters in this whimsical bilingual flap book about the zoo! Activities on every spread enforce
early learning concepts in English and Spanish! Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious kids with BIG imaginations and
lots of questions. Where does a tiger get his stripes? Why are flamingos pink? Why do hyenas laugh so much? The answers may
surprise you! English/Spanish labels, busy scenes, learning activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back
again and again.
Oops! It's a madcap adventure--but very clean bubbly fun--when a bar of slippery soap goes on the run. Once it escapes, the
family gives chase. With tongue-twisting rhyme, it's a slip-sliding good time!
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KEY SELLING POINTS: * Success of format-our most successful Fisher Price Little People LIFT THE FLAPS with over 2.1 million
sold combined (See back of TI sheet for breakdown) * Based on the popular Little People A to Z Learning Zoo play set. (Retail
$40.00) * Educational and fun-enforces early learning concepts such as colors, animal sounds, matching, counting, and action
words. * Over 40 fun die-cut flaps to lift! * Rhyming story will keep kids entertained. * Fisher Price is the #1 infant and preschool
brand chosen by moms * Through the purchase of playsets, over 1 billion individual Little People figures sold worldwide. Based on
the popular Little People A to Z Learning Zoo play set from Fisher-Price, this newest title in the best-selling lift-the-flap series is
sure to become a hit! It's bright and early at the zoo. The monkey wakes. "Oo-oo-ooo!" ROARRR!" says the lion. "Baaa," says the
sheep. Only the giraffe does not make a peep Featuring lots of new animals, Let's Go to the Zoo! teaches colors, counting,
matching, and more in an entertaining way. With surprises hidden behind dozens of flaps, kids will want to visit the Fisher-Price
zoo again and again!
Readers can lift the flap to find indicated colors, animals, and actions as children garden and play outside in the spring. On board
pages.
Sonya shares her experience getting a checkup in the doctor's office, having her height and weight checked, and having her
temperature taken. On board pages.
Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious kids with BIG imaginations and lots of questions. How do pigs keep cool? Where
do horses sleep? Where does milk come from? The answers might surprise you! Busy scenes, learning activities, and more than
50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again and again.
Join the Fisher-Price Little People as they visit the farm and learn about shapes, colors, animals and more in this interactive board
book with more than 50 flaps to lift! This book features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm.
With more than 50 flaps for little hands to open, this book includes activities that reinforce early learning concepts like counting,
colors, shapes, and more!
Slide six tabs to reveal fun surprises in the die-cut pages of this book about a day on the farm with Sofie, Koby, and all the Fisher
Price Little People! No day is an ordinary day when Eddie, Mia, and the rest of the Fisher Price Little People head to the farm!
Slide six tabs to reveal fun surprises in the die-cuts on the pages, and join in the friends’ fun as they set out to explore and
discover some new and amazing things in the Fisher Price Little People: Hello, Farm sliding tab board book!
New look for an old best-selling title! Let’s Go to the Zoo! teaches early-learning concepts in one of toddlers’ favorite places—the
Little People zoo! Packed with flaps, Let’s Go to the Zoo! Brings learning to this favorite Little People location. Eddie, Sarah Lynn,
and all their friends discover colors, animal sounds, counting, and more as they enjoy a trip to the town zoo. Based on the bestselling Fisher-Price Little People A-Z Learning Zoo playset, this book will be one kids will want to open again and again.
This unique Fisher-Price book helps kids find out what’s inside a world of adventure with the turn of large die-cut pages
throughout. Colorful large board book reveals what is inside five different exciting places. Dozens of labels teach over 250 words.
The Fisher-Price gang become pirates, perform in a circus, ride dinosaurs, live in a castle, and experience the Old West. Kids turn
the page in every spread to reveal what’s inside the location being featured – all of the stuff on a pirate ship, everything under the
big top at the circus, all of the fun things to be found in the times of the dinosaurs, the cool things inside of a castle and all of the
places from the Old West. • Kids turn the die-cut page to see what’s inside each place • Locations include the pirate ship, circus,
prehistoric cave, old western town and a castle. • Over 250 object labels and busy scenes make this book an interactive
vocabulary-builder. • Educational value of the FP Lift-the-Flap successful format: - Busy, colorful pages offer many new things to
discover every time the books are opened. - Bold labels enforce vocabulary-building and early word/object recognition. - Every
book is packed with early learning concepts (counting, colors, matching, action words, shapes, etc) - Engaging, interactive formats
encourage discovery and imagination.
This Little People® lift the flap book library set is sure to be any toddler’s favorite. With 5 books to enjoy, kids will love discovering
the world of Fisher Price one book at a time. Library set includes Fisher-Price Little People Lift-the-Flap Cars, Trucks, Planes and
Trains, Fisher-Price Little People Farm, Fisher-Price Little People Let's Go to the Zoo!, Fisher Price Little People Noah and the
Animals, and Fisher-Price Little People What Do People Do?
In this Inside/Outside book, favorite Little People characters show kids what’s inside a variety of animal environments. With diecut pages and lot of words brought to life, it’s perfect for young minds. What’s inside? This unique Look-Inside book helps kids
find out. Our Animal Friends, the newest book in the series, takes kids on a fantastic journey to eight different “animal
environments.” Eddie, Maggie, and friends visit the rainforest, the desert, the arctic, and more in this wonderfully inviting book.
Busy scenes and hundreds of objects (with labels) make this book a great interactive vocabulary-builder.

Halloween is full of fun and surprises when there are more than 40 flaps to open. Interactive activities throughout enforce
early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more! Halloween is full of fun and surprises when there are more than 40
flaps to open! Come along with Eddie and his friends as they make Jack-o-lanterns, march in a costume parade, and
trick-or-treat under a spooky full moon. Who is dressed as a princess? Who is hiding in the jack-o-lantern? Kids lift the
flaps to discover the answer. Interactive activities throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more!
Fisher-Price Little People, a fun farm theme, and dozens of stickers to use on a huge fold out scene all make for an
irresistible title. Preschoolers love Little People, and they love stickers. This book is literally packed with both!Let’s Visit
Farmer Jedbrings readers along for a trip to learn all about the animals, tools, and the fruits and vegetables that Farmer
Jed has on his farm. Included are over 50 reusable stickers of equipment, crops, animals, and kids’ favorite Little People
characters like Eddie and Sonya Lee. In the back of the book is the huge fold-out panoramic scene, which is a friendly
and colorful look both inside and outside of the farmer’s big red barn. This little book will lead to hours of interactive fun.
Lots of sturdy flaps and a perfect holiday theme are freshly presented in the new release of a refreshed—and bestselling—Fisher-Price Little People Christmastime Is Here!(nearly half a million copies sold). The cover’s been redesigned
to call out the attractive offerings in this book featuring lots on every page to engage children and embraces all of the fun
aspects of the Season (Santa, sledding, caroling, and more). Fun flaps on every page, and familiar Little People
characters (Eddie, Sonya Lee and their friends) make this a must have under every toddler’s tree.
Have fun with the Fisher Price Little People and learn counting and colors in Let's Imagine at School!
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Fisher Price Little People Let's Go to the Farm has over 50 flaps to lift and discover all about the farm.
Join the Fisher-Price Little People for a Halloween that is full of fun and surprises in this board book with more than 40
flaps to open! Halloween is full of fun and surprises when there are more than 40 flaps to open! Come along with Eddie
and his friends as they make Jack-o-lanterns, march in a costume parade, and trick-or-treat under a spooky full moon.
Who is dressed as a princess? Who is hiding in the jack-o-lantern? Kids lift the flaps to discover the answer. Interactive
activities throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more!
A shaped board book featuring the Fisher-Price Little People teaches kids about a zookeeper's responsibilities and
includes fun animal facts and labeled drawings to reinforce vocabulary.
This book features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With more than 50 flaps
for little hands to open, this book includes activities that reinforce early learning concepts like counting, colors, shapes,
and more! This Little People flap book is sure to be a hit with kids! Eddie, Sofie, Mia, Tessa, and Koby spend the day at a
farm, and toddlers can explore right alongside them. Whether visiting the barn, playing with the animals or helping at the
farm stand, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in this environment. Throughout, simple
concepts are taught, including colors, shapes, and counting.
Celebrate Christmas and all its fun traditions in this little book packed with fun flaps to open! Christmas is here and the
Little People friends can’t wait to celebrate! Busy scenes, fun activities, and lots of surprise flaps will make this a fun
holiday classic that kids will want to read again and again!
Explore on the farm in both English and Spanish with over 50 fun flaps and Fisher Price's Little People in Let's Imagine
on the Farm / Imaginemos la Granja. Explora la granja en ingles y espanol con mas de 50 aletas divertidas y Fisher
Price's Little People en Let's Imagine on the Farm / Imaginemos la Granja.
Introduces counting from one to ten and basic colors, shapes, opposites, and animal sounds by means of illustrations of
the Fisher-Price little people going about their daily business on their farm, with over 40 lift-up flaps.
This “fine, perhaps definitive, biography” of the man who guided the U.S. Navy’s stellar Civil War campaigns “should be
on every naval bookshelf” (Washington Times). Gustavus Vasa Fox began his naval service in 1838, when he went to
sea as a midshipman. He sailed in the Mediterranean, off the coast of Africa, in the Gulf of Mexico, and with the East
India Squadron in the Pacific. His experiences working on the Coast Survey, navigating the lower Mississippi River, and
captaining a steamer that ran from New York to Havana to New Orleans and back, would all prove invaluable in the Civil
War. During the war, Fox was instrumental in mounting the blockade of the southern coast, from the Chesapeake Bay to
the Rio Grande. In planning and coordinating expeditions, Fox deserves much of the credit for the navy’s successes at
Hatteras, Port Royal, New Orleans, Mobile Bay, and Fort Fisher. Passionately committed to preserving the Union, Fox
also became an advocate of freedom and voting rights for African Americans. He was a skilled administrator who
understood politics and developed a close working relationship with Abraham Lincoln. Along with officers like
Quartermaster General Montgomery Meigs and coordinator of military railroads Herman Haupt, Fox played a critical but
overlooked role in the Union victory.
This book features favorite Little People characters enjoying the day with healthy and fun activities. With 40 flaps for little
hands to open, each spread teaches new words including healthy foods and action verbs. It’s time to get moving with the
Little People! Whether it’s tumbling in gym class, sledding in the winter, or dancing inside on a rainy day Eddie, Sarah
Lynn, and all their friends know that it’s healthy and fun to find ways to Get up ‘n’ Go! Every page features lots of
labels, healthy foods to find, and exciting flaps that will keep toddlers coming back to visit again and again.
Join the Fisher Price Little People as they experience the magic of Christmas in this joyful lift-the-flap favorite featuring all
new art! It’s Christmastime and Eddie, Mia, Sofie, Tessa, and Koby are so excited! Join them in Fisher Price Little
People Christmastime Is Here!, a perennial holiday favorite featuring all new art, as they go from decorating for the
holiday to being whisked away to the North Pole by none other than Santa himself! After playtime with the reindeer and a
visit to Santa’s workshop, the kids return home just in time to spend Christmas with their friends and family! There are
more than 65 flaps to lift that introduce early learning concepts and also include a fun-filled countdown to Christmas.
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